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RRS takes a life cycle approach 

to materials management with a 

mission to help manage change 

in a resource- constrained world. 

Team of management professionals, 
engineers, economists and 
communications specialists 

Core strengths in packaging, waste and 
recovery, coupled with expertise in life 
cycle management and applied 
sustainable design.



Agenda

• What  inf luences  packag ing ?

• 25 years  of  packag ing  evo lut ion

• How packag ing  impacts  recyc l ing  
inf rastructure  

• Understanding  t rue  recyc l ing  and 
des ign ing  st rateg ies  for  present  and 
future  va lue
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Perspectives on Packaging 

Manufacturers

Brands

Retailers

Consumers

Municipalities

MRF Operators

Reprocessors

Haulers

Packaged Goods 
Value Chain

Converters

B2B Preconsumer Recycling
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The Job of Packaging

• Protection & safety of 
products

• Delivery of products 
through complex 
distribution systems

• Consumer functionality

• Branding & Marketing

• Shelf appeal

• Delivery of information

• Competitive advantage
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Consumer Attitudes About Brands Today

With social purpose outpacing design 

and innovation and brand loyalty, 

PURPOSE provides distinct 

competitive advantage.

Drivers of Trust and Purchase 
Intent
Factors responsible for shaping current 
purchase intent are largely tied to the 
basic building blocks of a citizenship:

• protecting and improving 
the environment, 

• creating programs to positively 
impact local communities, and

• having 
ethical business practices.

-Edelman goodpurpose™ Study 2012

PURPOSE

DESIGN

INNOVATION



• In 2011, 75% of Americans say they feel good when they take steps to help the 
environment and twice as many (58%) people recycle regularly  today as 20 
years ago.

• Individuals find they can “do a little” to help the environment and make 
positive decisions rather than doing nothing or doing a lot.
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Recycling Connects to Consumers

Source: AIGA Living Principles for Design

Recycling allows consumers 
to take small but 
meaningful actions. Brands 
and marketing sees this as 
an opportunity. RECYCLING 
IS ABOUT THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND 
COMMUNITIES

Source: 2011 GfK Roper Green Gauge Report



NGOs & Litter Advocacy Groups Target Brands

Kraft Foods told by 
shareholders to recycle 
more
26 June 2012, source edie newsroom

Kraft Foods has come under 
pressure from its 
shareholders to increase the 
amount of packaging it 
recycles following criticism 
that it is unwilling to engage 
on the issue.
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Marine Debris is a Growing Risk Area for Brands 
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Cost of Litter is Influencing Regulation

California estimates it spends 
more than $248 million a year 
on litter remediation.
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Regulatory and Customer Influences on Packaging Design

EPR Framework law

PP EPR legislation introduced prior to 2013

PP EPR legislation introduced in 2013

CA Rigid Plastic Packaging Req’s



Translating to Consumer Brands

“ Shareholder advocacy group As You Sow (AYS) announced today that, after dialogue with 
AYS, personal care products giant Colgate-Palmolive has committed to making 100 percent 
of its packaging for three of four product categories completely recyclable by 2020. ”



End of
Life
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Sourcing Manufacture Use

Environmental impact of packaging is usually nominal at the end 
of life for most products. Though the financial and social impacts 
are not nominal from the POV of many stakeholders.  

Total Life Cycle Management is the Expectation for Packaging
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Paper & Packaging Generation 1990 vs 2012

1990

2012

TTL MSW Gen 1990 = 208 MT
TTL MSW Gen 2012 = 251 MT



Packaging Then…
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Packaging Today…
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Change in Paper and Packaging in 2012 since 1990
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2012 Paper and Packaging Recycling over Changing Landscape 
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Most is not collected thru 
curbside

Increasing prevalenceDeclining prevalence



Challenged by materials with low value, increased 
contamination, require addition capital investment 
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TAKE MORE STUFF 
• Brands
• Retailers
• Converters
• Consumers
• Municipalities
• NGOs
• Commodities

SORT MORE/SORT BETTER
• More volume  
• More complex 

materials/shapes 
• Less high value materials
• More trash
• Green Fence
• MRFs designed for rigid 

materials
• Wgt cost model no longer 

accurate for lo density/hi vol
• Not all commodity tolerances 

are the same

MRF



DESIGNING FOR ECONOMIC VALUE

• Pressure to improve “access” to recycling 
without an understanding of system 
impacts – contamination, residue, quality 
of recycled materials – not leading to 
sustainable recycling

• Resistence from end markets (i.e., Green 
Fence and certain commodities) 
regarding quality of material

• Recycling value chain cannot be 
complacent

• Need for clarity on recycling vs diversion

• Need to align on best practices, 
outreach, and enforcement
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Recycling, Diversion or Mixed Waste Processing?

Outlook



Designing for the Recovery System – Best Practice

• Design for recyclability considers “access” and compatibility with end user, if known

• Often doesn’t consider compatibility with the MRF environment 

• Rarely includes designing for “bale value” - contributing to the core commodity value

• Shared value for all in the health of the recycling system – economic sustainability lies 
in core economic commodity value - even in the age of the evolving waste stream

• Opportunity to improve industry standards and quality - create “value” bales and 
“hybrid ” bales for re-sort or alt disposition.

• Still collect new materials, BUT, if materials don’t contribute value should expect to pay 
for their impact in terms of increased contamination and residue on the system as the 
industry transitions to technologies and processes to adapt to the evolved waste 
stream.
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Designing for Recycling to include Consideration of  Core Commodity Value

Design for Bale ValueMRF CompatibilityAccess Reprocessibility

RRS,  2014
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